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The Roman emperor Nero is one of the most
notorious figures in history. He is most famous
for “fiddling while Rome burned,” then
blaming Christians for setting the fire and
beginning a series of horrible persecutions
against them.

With the help of his scheming mother
Agrippina, he became emperor at the age of
sixteen. It didn’t take him long to become tired
of being under his mother’s thumb. Like most
teenagers, he wanted to become independent.
Because he had so much power, he ordered
her to be murdered.

He often misused his power. Many people
lived in fear. He even changed the time that the
Olympic Games were held and added some
events so that he could participate and win.
Finally the Romans were fed up with him. He
was declared a “public enemy.” He tried to run
away, but he was too late. With soldiers
closing in, he killed himself.
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CHAPTER

ONE

I AM THE CHAMPION

The Olympic Games are the world’s most famous sports event.
Every four years, the globe’s top athletes compete against each other
in the city that has earned the right to host them. Millions of spectators
eagerly watch in person or on television. An Olympic gold medal is the
world’s most prestigious sports award.

The Olympics date back more than 2,700 years. There are some
obvious differences between modern and ancient Games. Back then,
the Games were always held in the Greek village of Olympia rather
than circulating through different cities. There was, of course, no
television. Instead of gold medals, winners took home olive wreaths.
But one thing was the same: The Olympics were just as important
then as they are now.

Winning an Olympic championship was perhaps the highest
honor an ancient Greek could achieve. Champions were often set up
for the rest of their lives by their grateful and adoring hometowns. The
Olympics were even used as a means of measuring time.

“Regardless of war and natural disaster, the Games went on at
Olympia, every four years in high summer, each celebration marking
the start of a new ‘Olympiad,’ ” writes classicist Edward Champlin.
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Chapter ONE

“From the third century B.C. onward, all Greek chronology was based
on or synchronized with these four-year Olympiads. Only once was
this fundamental cycle of historical time disrupted.”1

That disruption occurred in the year 67. By that time, Olympia—
as well as the rest of Greece—had long been under the control of the
Roman Empire. Nero, the Roman emperor, had begun a lengthy trip
to Greece the previous year. As part of his tour, he ordered a special
edition of the Olympics to be held. It wasn’t so that he could watch.
He wanted to participate.

Greece had several other athletic festivals with histories almost as
long and distinguished as the Olympics. Like the Olympics, they were
also held at four-year intervals. Their long-standing legacies didn’t
mean much to Nero. He ordered all of them to be held at his
convenience so that he could compete.

This picture shows a small section of the ruins of Olympia,
Greece. For more than 1,000 years, the Olympic Games were
held here. Spectators would travel hundreds of miles to enjoy the
athletic contests and religious rituals.
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I AM THE CHAMPION

The dates weren’t the only tradition that Nero changed. No one
thought of him as an athlete. He wasn’t a runner, boxer, or wrestler. He
was overweight and out of shape. But he considered himself to be an
outstanding musician and actor. So he played to his strength. At his
command, for the first (and last) time, the Olympics included
competition in music. Not surprisingly, Nero won.

He did enter one athletic competition at Olympia: a chariot race.
Each end of the course had a very tight 180-degree turn. It was
common for the contestants to bump into each other or sometimes
even collide head-on.

Racing under these conditions was dangerous enough for the
customary two- or four-horse teams. For some reason, Nero demanded
a ten-horse race. This requirement nearly proved fatal.

Trying to control ten powerful horses would have been
challenging for even a physically fit man. Nero hardly fit that
description.

He fell off his chariot early in the race and was very lucky that he
wasn’t crushed beneath the pounding hooves of the other entrants.
The race was halted while the shaken Nero was assisted back into his
chariot. Even with this advantage, he wasn’t able to finish the course.
It didn’t matter. The judges still awarded him first place.

He experienced similar “success” wherever he went. No judge
who valued his life would have dared to pick anyone else ahead of
Nero. Yet Nero liked to pretend that he was not the emperor, that he
was competing on a level playing field. He was careful to observe the
same rules as everyone else. Whenever he was announced as the
winner, he acted completely surprised.

Buoyed by hundreds of these “victories,” Nero returned to Rome
in triumph. He ordered an elaborate ceremonial parade to honor his
accomplishments. A long line of men carried the 1,808 wreaths and
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Chapter ONE

crowns he had won. He followed them, riding in a decorated chariot
and displaying the olive wreath from the Olympics.

Thousands of Romans lined the streets. Some of the older ones
might have been a little bewildered. In their experience, triumphal
parades such as this one were held only to recognize important Roman
victories in major battles. This was the first time they’d witnessed a
parade that celebrated peaceful pursuits. Confusion aside, they
cheered and cheered. Nero must have basked in their enthusiasm. It
was perhaps the supreme moment of his life.

Within a year he was dead.

This is the competitors’ entrance into the Olympic Stadium. The
starting line was at the far end of the field. Thousands of
spectators crowded into the banks on each side.
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